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Adtile Technologies Inc.

“The hidden harmony is better than the obvious.” 
- Pablo Picasso 



 

Inspiring simplicity. 
Revolutionary reach.
Adtile offers a creative sensory-hub, pioneered for mobile publishing 
and creative industries. The enterprise suite has an entirely new 
sensor-conscious formula that embraces the needs of end users and 
publishers by making mobile ads and content stories part of the user 
experience. We designed Adtile for a world on the move. 
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Licensing 
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Why License Adtile Technologies?

Motion Ads® are a completely new take on branding, offering not just 
an emotion but fun engagement. Motion Ads® offer a dynamic variety 
of ways to build experiences to communicate brand designs, 
concepts, and messages. 
 
Adtile’s patented technologies and products cover the spectrum of 
creating and publishing sensor-enabled advertising and content, 
from the underlying sensor algorithms, to the best practices for 
Motion Ads® visual formatting, to launching and real-time tracking of 
user behavior in Motion Ads® campaigns.  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Using mobile device motion sensors in advertisements has proven to yield 

 • improved user experience, quality and brand engagement  

 • improved overall performance and brand awareness 

 • prolonged user engagement 

  ◦ campaigns showing up to 36% user engagement 

  ◦ average of 27 seconds of user participation 

 • higher click-through rates 

  ◦ more than 4% unique click-throughs 

 
as tracked by user behavior analytics in real advertising campaigns for many 
world’s leading brands in the US, Latin America, Europe, MENA, and APAC. 

 
Do I need to license  
from Adtile?

Adtile’s industry-leading patent portfolio 
covers sensor-enabled advertisements for 
mobile and tablet devices. This means that 
mobile and tablet advertisements that use 
motion sensor, GPS, camera, microphone 
sequencing, or a combination thereof, 
require a license agreement be reached with 
Adtile Technologies Inc. A simple 
explanation of the patented technology is 
presented for Adtile’s proprietary Motion 
Ads®. Scan the QR code in Figure 1 on 
your mobile device to experience part of 
Adtile’s patent portfolio.  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Figure 1: A demo of one of Adtile’s patented 
Motion Ads® that describes the components 
of Adtile’s patent portfolio as you experience 
the Adtile technology firsthand.
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There are two ways to access Adtile® 
industry-leading patented technologies

You can license Adtile products and/or Adtile patents surrounding motion and sensor-
enabled mobile advertisement formats, creative tools, publishing tools, enterprise 
solutions, and/or other intellectual property.   
  

License access to the Adtile Motion Store® 

The ultimate story telling machine. This product can be licensed under several terms of 
agreement, from limited access to unlimited access to templates, features, localization, 
multi-language support, global cloud-configurations, universal content delivery 
mechanisms, to full-fledged white-labeling. No other mobile creative hub is so 
effortless and natural. It’s a unique solution that lets you focus on what you’re creating 
— not what you’re creating with. 

Licensing the Adtile Motion Ads® product formula

Increase your mobile advertisements' performance by building and serving your own 
sensor-enabled ads without using Adtile’s proprietary software and creative tools. 
Simply license from Adtile’s industry-leading patent portfolio that ties together the utility 
of motion-sensors, digital GPS, camera, microphone, a multitude of user interface 
configurations, and mobile advertising. You can unlock completely new concepts that 
let you do things you didn’t realize you wanted. 
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Licensing the Adtile® Publisher CMS

With a full-fledged white-label Publisher CMS from Adtile Technologies, you can get  
to market quickly with your own branded publishing news and entertainment story 
formats, and connect with your customers across the vast mobile landscape. Whether 
you are a telecom, gaming company, operator, chat app, news media, or government 
agency, we got you covered. The Adtile Publisher CMS makes it easy to turn your 
ideas into beautiful mini-apps, sensor-enabled graphics, overlays, gifs, and video 
stories in all possible formats. No design or coding skills required. Not only do you get 
the best possible performance, but you get a unified look and feel that matches your 
beautiful application. This product can be licensed under several terms of agreement, 
from limited access to unlimited access to templates, features, localization, multi-
language support, global cloud-configurations, universal content delivery mechanisms. 

Licensing the Adtile MotionStack®

Build and serve your own sensor-enabled experiences with Adtile’s patented and 
proprietary MotionStack® software library to ensure consistent access to sensors 
across the vast landscape of mobile OS, device and browser. Adtile’s MotionStack® 
library has been built and tested against hundreds of mobile device configurations.  

Licensing the Adtile MotionStack® Motion VCR

Record, review, replay, and visualize sensor data from mobile devices.  Ensure your 
motion-enabled experiences are up to your highest quality standards. Recording 
mobile sensor data has never been so simple and efficient.   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Motion Ads®

Adtile’s IP and product offerings are centered around its core 
technology: Motion Ads®.  

The patented Motion Ads® framework covers any advertisement that is sequence driven 
by the onboard motion sensors (Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems - MEMS), camera, 
microphone, GPS, or other sensors in a mobile device (see US patent #9,799,054, US 
patent #9,607,319, US patent #9,578,493, and US patent #9,910,057). Included in this 
technology is the basic flow of a motion-enabled advertisement including instruction 
screens and UI configurations that teaches users how to interact with the advertisement 
(US patent #D790,959 S, US patent #D780,806 S, US patent #D751,574 S) and the 
interaction of the user with the advertisement via sensor-driven algorithms for motion and 
gesture recognition. Figure 2 illustrates this user flow, starting with an optional 
expandable banner/in-line ad and Adtile’s trademark hand-phone instruction graphic.  
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*Figure 2: The flow of the Motion Ads® format, starting from left to right consists of: an (optional) expandable in-line banner and/or 
native ad displaying a Motion Ads® preview, Adtile’s proprietary hand-phone instruction graphic(s) and user interface 
configuration(s) for how the user interacts with Motion Ads®, the motion and gesture-driven user experience, and a call to action 
page where the user is prompted to click through the ad.

*Figure 2
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In addition to the standalone technology that makes such Motion Ads® possible, 
Adtile offers its proprietary framework for quickly building and scaling such sensor-
enabled advertisement campaigns via Adtile’s Motion Store®, which includes the 
world’s most advanced motion-sensor algorithms for mobile web-browsers, tested on 
hundreds of mobile device configurations for quality, as well as baked-in analytics for 
tracking campaign performance. The various layers of Motion Ads® as built in Adtile’s 
Motion Store® are depicted in Figure 3. Licensing Motion Ads® includes a limited 
usage license of MotionStack® and Adtile’s patented Sensor Control Switch 
technology (US patent #9,578,493 and US patent #9,910,057). 
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Figure 3: The layers of Motion Ads® represented as stacked layers. The top layer is the visual graphics layer that provides the 
interaction instructions and graphics, and brand-specific graphics and texts that respond to users’ motion, as interpreted through 
sensor algorithms. The next layer is the (optional) analytics layer that is prebuilt into Adtile’s Motion Ads®. The bottom layer and 
device layer represent the sensor algorithms for motion and gesture recognition, and the onboard motion sensors, respectively.

#2  Analytics

#1  Graphics & UX

#3  Motion processing &   
      Gesture recognition

#4  Sensors
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MotionStack®

MotionStack® is a software library written in JavaScript to provide 
consistent access to motion sensors across web and native APIs for 
motion processing and gesture recognition that is the product of over 
six years of research and development.  

It is quality tested manually and programmatically to function across hundreds of 
device configurations, operating systems, and mobile web browsers as illustrated in 
Figure 4. The quality improvement can be seen in this video, where MotionStack® 
APIs are used instead of standard browser motion sensors. 

MotionStack® is designed to be used for a broad variety of motion-interactive 
experiences, from registering simple gestures for navigating through a project, to 
automatic compass calibration, to powering immersive and three-dimensional 
augmented and virtual reality environments. Not only does the MotionStack® use 
hardware sensor events and accelerated transitions for the best possible quality, scale, 
and performance, but it also has a really tiny footprint (under 17 KB Gzipped).  
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Extensive documentation for using MotionStack® can be found at https://
motionstack.adtile.me, and a visual graphic illustrating its API surface is in Figure 5. 

Included in licensing MotionStack® is limited-usage of the patented Sensor Control 
Switch (US patent #9,578,493 and US patent #9,910,057), which serves as the 
foundation for the quality of the MotionStack® motion processing.  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Figure 4: MotionStack® solves the device sensor configuration problem.
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Figure 5: The API surface of MotionStack® shows developers how to access the various algorithms build for 
motion-processing and gesture recognition. 
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Sensor Control Switch 

The Sensor Control Switch is patented Adtile technology (US patent 
#9,578,493 and US patent #9,910,057) that automatically detects the 
presence of available onboard sensors, measures the quality of the 
motion-sensor signals, and adapts the associated motion and 
gesture algorithms correspondingly.  
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An illustration of one embodiment of the Sensor Control Switch algorithm is shown  
in Figure 6. 
 

This functionality is necessary for any motion-enabled experience on a mobile  
web-browser to be published at scale since users’ devices are highly non-uniform in 
which sensors are available and how accurately those sensors register motion. That is 
why this sensor technology is automatically built into many web-browsers directly, so 
that any mobile ad delivered through a browser is necessarily using this patented 
technology. 
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Figure 6: One embodiment 
of the Sensor Control Switch 
algorithm.
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Adtile® Motion Cassette Recorder (MCR)

In addition to MotionStack®, Adtile’s MCR is available for license.  
The MCR software records motion sensor data on devices and can 
be used to replay recorded sensor data on mobile devices and 
desktop computers. 

Partial support from the Motion VCR is implicit to Adtile’s quality assurance for 
MotionStack®. Adtile’s MotionStack® is developed with the aid of a functional testing 
suite that extensively tests each individual API. Raw sensor data from hundreds of 
gestures have been recorded from many device configurations, mobile operating 
systems, and mobile browsers using Adtile’s proprietary Motion VCR software suite, 
and then saved to Motion VCR cassettes. These pre-recorded gestures are then fed 
into the MotionStack® Motion VCR testing suite, where each pre-recorded gesture is 
verified to trigger its predetermined MotionStack® API functionality. If the API's 
response exactly matches the expected response, then the test is considered 
successful. 
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Figure 7: Recording sensor 
data readings from a mobile 
device by spatial motion
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Motion VCR can be licensed in addition to MotionStack® to supplement the 
development process for software built on top of the MotionStack® library, or licensed 
as a standalone product with a graphical user interface, as depicted in Figure 8, and  
a limited-usage license to MotionStack® and the Sensor Control Switch (US patent 
#9,578,493 and US patent #9,910,057).  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Figure 8: Adtile’s proprietary sensor data recording and playback GUI, recording sensor data from a device via web and/or 
native APIs.
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Motion Store®

The Adtile Motion Store® is a self-service patented technology for 
creating and deploying high-quality Motion Ads® in just minutes. 
Forget about managed services that require an extensive setup 
process. For the first time ever, building sensor-enabled mobile 
creatives is seamless, simple to execute, and completely self-service. 
No coding skills required.  
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The Motion Store® allows designers to manage many projects simultaneously where 
each project is an Adtile user experience generated from one of 100+ Adtile-designed 
templates. These templates and formats are each tested across hundreds of device 
configurations for graphical and automated CSS animation perfection and use Adtile’s 
proprietary MotionStack® to ensure the motion-enabled features work properly on all 
such devices as well. The Motion Store® also equips designers with an editor suite 
with intuitive drag-and-drop editing and Motion Ads® previewing to see and feel their 
customized templates from a user’s perspective before publication into Motion Ads®.   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Figure 9A: Motion Store® project management.
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The patented Motion Ads® framework covers any advertisement sequence that  
is driven by the onboard motion sensors (Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems – MEMS), 
GPS, camera, microphone, or other sensors available in a mobile device (see US 
patent #9,799,054, US patent #9,607,319, US patent #9,578,493, and US patent 
#9,910,057). Included in this technology is the basic flow of a motion-enabled 
advertisement including an instruction screens and user interface configurations that 
teach users how to interact with the advertisement (US patent #D790,959 S,  
US patent #D780,806 S, US patent #D751,574 S) and the interaction of the user with 
the advertisement via sensor-driven algorithms for motion and gesture recognition  
and sequencing.   
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Figure 9B: Some Motion Store® formats.  

Motion Ad, MREC Motion Ad, 360 Video, 360 Image, 
Vertical Video, Motion Sticker, Touch Experience and 
Landscape Motion Ad.
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Once published, aggregated user behavior can be reviewed in the Motion Store® 
Analytics Dashboard to track a campaign’s performance in real-time. These analytics 
track many essential metrics for evaluating a campaign’s success including, the 
number of impressions, the user engagement rate and duration, what users spent  
most of their time interacting with, as well as the click-through rate. 

There are many ways in which to license the Motion Store®, including:  

 • Licensing the Motion Store® with access to a limited variety of templates. 

 • Licensing the Motion Store® with unlimited access all templates and features. 

 • Licensing a white-labeled (non-branded) edition of the Motion Store® with a  
  limited number of licensable seats for downstream designers and brands.  

Licensing the Motion Store® analytics tools with unlimited access all features. 
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Figure 10: Motion Store® editor view and preview for customizing and reviewing Adtile templates.
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With proprietary Adtile real-time analytics updates, you’ll be able to respond to 
change and test different campaign settings to see what works best. Report pages can 
be shared with people outside your organization using a secret URL. This allows you to 
share campaign reports with advertisers without requiring them to create a user 
account with Adtile. You can also export report data in different formats, including CSV, 
Excel, or printer-friendly formats. We measure everything and give you all the data we 
gather, including conversion rates for each step so you know how users are interacting 
with the ads. We’re committed to being fully transparent in the data we provide, how 
we calculate it, and how we detect and prevent fraud. 

Licensing the Motion Store® includes a limited-usage license for Motion Ads®,  
the MotionStack®, and the Sensor Control Switch (US patent #9,578,493 and US 
patent #9,910,057). 
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Figure 11: Motion Store® editor view, Motion Ads® format view and Adtile® real-time analytics view.
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Adtile® Publisher CMS
 
With a full-fledged white-label Publisher CMS from Adtile Technologies, you can get to 
market quickly with your own branded publishing news and entertainment story 
formats, and connect with your customers across the vast mobile landscape. Whether 
you are a telecom, gaming company, operator, chat app, news media, or government 
agency, we got you covered. The Adtile Publisher CMS makes it easy to turn your 
ideas into beautiful mini-apps, sensory graphics, gifs, and video stories in all possible 
formats. No design or coding skills required. The simple-to-use Adtile Technologies 
design framework lets you add your own texts, logos, colors, and other visual elements 
to your projects, so everything you create looks uniquely yours.  
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Figure 12: Adtile Publisher Tool and format for news and entertainment stories.
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There are many ways in which to license the Adtile® Publisher CMS, including:  
 
• Licensing the Adtile® Publisher CMS with access to a limited variety of   
  templates. 

 • Licensing the Adtile® Publisher CMS with unlimited access all templates and  
  features. 

 • Licensing a white-labeled (non-branded) edition of the Adtile® Publisher CMS  
  with a limited number of licenseable seats for downstream designers and   
  brands. 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Figure 13: Adtile Publisher Tool and formats for news and entertainment stories.
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The Adtile® Publisher CMS also equips designers with an editor suite with intuitive 
drag-and-drop editing and Motion Ads® format previewing to see and feel their 
customized templates from a user’s perspective before publication into a Motion Ads®. 
The patented Motion Ads® framework covers any advertisement sequence that is 
driven by the onboard motion sensors (Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems – MEMS), 
GPS, camera, microphone, or other sensors available in a mobile device (see US 
patent #9,799,054, US patent #9,607,319, US patent #9,578,493, and US patent 
#9,910,057). Included in this technology is the basic flow of a motion-enabled 
experience including an instruction screen and user interface configurations that 
teaches users how to interact with the advertisement (US patent #D790,959 S, US 
patent #D780,806 S, US patent #D751,574 S) and the interaction of the user with the 
advertisement via sensor-driven algorithms for motion and gesture recognition. 
Licensing the Adtile® Publisher CMS includes a limited-usage license for Motion 
Ads®, MotionStack®, and the Sensor Control Switch (US patent #9,578,493 and US 
patent #9,910,057). 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The Motion Store and the Adtile Publisher 
CMS Technical Architecture is designed for 
immense scale and full customization. 

All our media is scalably served via a content distribution network (CDN) with locations 
all around the globe, to provide the fastest load times for any user, anywhere. 
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User interface is a 
Single-Page React 
App hosted as static 
HTML in AWS S3 
bucket.

AWS Lambda functions 
written in Clojure for 
processing and distributing 
creatives to delivery pipeline.

JSON Rest API with 
Ruby On Rails hosted 

in Heroku using 
PostgreSQL 

database as main 
data storage.
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Appendix
 
The following table illustrates some of the device configurations that are regularly used 
for testing Adtile’s Motion Ads®, Motion Store® templates, MotionStack®, and Motion 
VCR. Device configurations include permutations of devices, operating systems, and 
mobile web-browsers. 
 
 

Manufacturer Model Operating System

Apple iPhone 4 
iPhone 5 
iPhone 5c 
iPhone 5s 
iPhone 6 
iPhone 6 Plus 
iPhone SE 
iPhone 6s 
iPhone 6s Plus 
iPhone 7 
iPhone 7 Plus 
iPhone 8 
iPhone 8 Plus 
iPhone X 
iPad Mini 3 
iPad 2 
iPad Pro 

iOS 7.x 
iOS 8.x 
iOS 9.x 
iOS 10.x 
iOS 11.x 

ASUS Nexus 7 Android 4.x

BlackBerry Z10 OS 10.x

Google Pixel 
Pixel 2

Android 7.x 
Android 8.x 

HTC One 
One M9 
10 
Droid DNA 
Droid Incredible 2 

Android 4.x 
Android 5.x 
Android 6.x 
Android 7.x 
Android 8.x 

Huawei P9 
Nexus 6P 

Android 4.x 
Android 5.x 
Android 6.x 
Android 7.x 
Android 8.x 

Lenovo Phab 2 Plus Android 6.x
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LG G3 
G5 
G6 
Nexus 4 
Nexus 5 
Nexus 5X 

Android 4.x 
Android 5.x 
Android 6.x 
Android 7.x 
Android 8.x 

Motorola Moto G 
Moto X 
Moto 360 
Nexus 6 

Android 4.x 
Android 5.x 
Android 6.x 
Android 7.x 
Android 8.x 

Nokia Lumia 820 Windows Phone OS 8

Oppo R9S ColorOS 3.x

Samsung Galaxy Trend Duos 
Galaxy Trend 2 Lite 
Galaxy S2 
Galaxy S3 
Galaxy S3α 
Galaxy S4 
Galaxy S4 Active 
Galaxy S5 
Galaxy S6 
Galaxy S6 Edge 
Galaxy S7 
Galaxy S7 Edge 
Galaxy S8 
Galaxy S8 Edge 
Galaxy Note 4 
Galaxy Note 5 
Galaxy Tab S 
Galaxy Tab S2 
Ace 
A5 
A7 
J3 
J5 

Android 4.x 
Android 5.x 
Android 6.x 
Android 7.x 
Android 8.x 

Sharp Xperia GO 
Xperia V 
Xperia XA Performance 
Xperia Z3 

Android 4.x 
Android 5.x 
Android 6.x 
Android 7.x 
Android 8.x 

Vivo Y55S Funtouch OS 3.x

Xiaomi HM 2LTE-CU Android 4.x

Manufacturer Model Operating System
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Patent Licensing

 • Patent licensing provides access to Adtile Technologies inventions and its  
  industry-leading patent portfolio. All products powered by Adtile Technologies  
  are protected by patents and patents pending in the U.S. and elsewhere. This  
  includes, but isn’t limited to, Adtile Technologies licensee products and Adtile  
  Technologies® products.  

 • Protected by U.S. Patents: 9607319, 9799054, 9578493, 9910057, D810125,  
  D810126, D810127, D780806, D790595, D809561, D809562, D751574,   
  9401100, 9798819, 9256358, 9794495, D752062  

 • Protected by European Patents: 003000868-0001, 003000868-0002,   
  003000868-0003, 003000868-0004, 003000868-0005, 003000868-0006,   
  003000868-0007, 003000868-0008, 003000868-0009, 003000868-0010,   
  003000868-0011, 003000868-0013 
 
 
Additional patents may be pending in the U.S. and elsewhere.  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• Intellectual Property Licensing

Open new revenue opportunities or launch new products with Adtile 
Technologies intellectual property. There are two ways to access our 
technology: you can license our products or you can license our patents.  
To find out more about Adtile technology and patent licensing, email 
info@adtile.me.  

 • Legal Notice

You acknowledge that Adtile Technologies, Inc. or third parties own all IP rights, 
title and interest in and to the Services, portions thereof, or software provided 
through or in conjunction with the Services, including without limitation all 
Intellectual Property Rights. “Intellectual Property Rights” means any and all 
rights existing from time to time under patent law, copyright law, trade secret 
law, trademark law, unfair competition law, and any and all other proprietary 
rights, and any and all applications, renewals, extensions and restorations 
thereof, now or hereafter in force and effect worldwide. It is Adtile’s policy to 
respond to notices of alleged infringement that comply with the Digital 
Millennium Copyright Act. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Adtile’s Agent for Notice of claims of copyright or other intellectual property 
infringement can be reached as follows: 

By email 
Copyright Agent 
legal@adtile.me 
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Contact
ADTILE TECHNOLOGIES, INC
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